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MotivationMotivation
internet broadcasting techniques are wide spread and have internet broadcasting techniques are wide spread and have 
been the focus off many research projectsbeen the focus off many research projects
today’s systems lacktoday’s systems lack
–– interactivity, due to high transmission and coding delays interactivity, due to high transmission and coding delays 
–– securitysecurity
–– bandwidth adaptationbandwidth adaptation
–– transmission error recoverytransmission error recovery
–– compressioncompression

many applications can benefit from high interactive many applications can benefit from high interactive 
streamingstreaming
–– video conferencingvideo conferencing
–– ee--learninglearning
–– remote control, example: robot control via an onremote control, example: robot control via an on--board camera or board camera or 

supervising laboratory experimentssupervising laboratory experiments



Motivation (cont.)Motivation (cont.)
we introduce a streaming systemwe introduce a streaming system
–– to deliver realto deliver real--time video and audio data with lowtime video and audio data with low--delays delays 
–– support high compressionsupport high compression
–– secure transmissionssecure transmissions

we introduce and evaluate two techniques to reduce the impact ofwe introduce and evaluate two techniques to reduce the impact of
the changing bandwidth conditionsthe changing bandwidth conditions
–– adaptive intraadaptive intra--frame insertionframe insertion
–– binominal congestion control for RTP binominal congestion control for RTP 

a MPEGa MPEG--4 low4 low--delay realdelay real--time streaming system for low bittime streaming system for low bit--rates rates 
was implemented to incorporate the introduced techniques.was implemented to incorporate the introduced techniques.



ChallengesChallenges

user studies indicate that users consider user studies indicate that users consider 
delays larger than 300ms not suitable for delays larger than 300ms not suitable for 
interactive conversationinteractive conversation

the Internet is a bestthe Internet is a best--effort network effort network 
–– does not guarantee quality of servicedoes not guarantee quality of service

challenges for interactive communicationchallenges for interactive communication
–– bandwidth variationbandwidth variation

–– packet loss packet loss 

–– packet errorspacket errors

–– delay variation delay variation 



Real Time Transport ProtocolReal Time Transport Protocol

RealReal--Time Transport Protocol (RTP)Time Transport Protocol (RTP)
–– provides functionality to transport realprovides functionality to transport real--time data, time data, 

including audio and videoincluding audio and video

RealReal--Time Transport Control (RTCP)Time Transport Control (RTCP)
–– control of streams control of streams 

IP

TCPUDPOther networks
(ATM …)

Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP)

Real-Time Protocol (RTP)

Real-Time Application



Real Time Transport Protocol Real Time Transport Protocol (cont.)(cont.)

transport protocol RTP transport protocol RTP 
–– lowlow--overhead protocol overhead protocol 

–– control media timingcontrol media timing

–– detect data lossdetect data loss

–– identify the content of a identify the content of a 
particular streamparticular stream

–– achieved by an additional achieved by an additional 
header:header:

timestampstimestamps

sequencesequence
numbersnumbers

source source 
identificationidentification

control protocol RTCPcontrol protocol RTCP
–– management of realmanagement of real--time sessionstime sessions

for  multiple participants and for  multiple participants and 
streamsstreams
participants can join and leave a participants can join and leave a 
transmission and identify each othertransmission and identify each other

–– quality of service feedback from quality of service feedback from 
receivers receivers 

packet losspacket loss
jitterjitter
round trip timeround trip time

–– synchronization of different streamssynchronization of different streams
–– RTCP introduces two new packetsRTCP introduces two new packets

sender and receiver feedback sender and receiver feedback 
packetspackets
sent in regular intervals by the sent in regular intervals by the 
participantsparticipants



MPEGMPEG--4 overview4 overview
standard by Moving Picture Experts standard by Moving Picture Experts 
Group (MPEG)Group (MPEG)
–– generic coding methods for moving generic coding methods for moving 

images and voice for various images and voice for various 
applicationsapplications

–– wide scope of applicationswide scope of applications
digital storagedigital storage
communicationcommunication

–– unlike H.261 and H.263unlike H.261 and H.263
–– compare MPEGcompare MPEG--1, MPEG1, MPEG--2: high bit2: high bit--

rate video and audio rate video and audio 
MPEGMPEG--2: for DVD and HDTV2: for DVD and HDTV

–– low bitlow bit--rate streams of audio and video rate streams of audio and video 
datadata

–– error resilience capabilities error resilience capabilities 
–– audio: AAC (Advanced Audio Coding)audio: AAC (Advanced Audio Coding)
–– transport of MPEGtransport of MPEG--4 streams via RTP4 streams via RTP
–– scene description for high scene description for high 

compressioncompression



AnalysisAnalysis
encoded MPEGencoded MPEG--4 bit4 bit--stream contains limited redundant informationstream contains limited redundant information
–– need to analyze the impact ofneed to analyze the impact of

packet / frame losspacket / frame loss
bit errorsbit errors

internet protocols like TCP guarantee deliveryinternet protocols like TCP guarantee delivery
–– recovery from packet loss by retransmissionrecovery from packet loss by retransmission

introducing buffering and transmission delay introducing buffering and transmission delay 

retransmission is not suitable for high retransmission is not suitable for high 
interactive streaminginteractive streaming
–– to allow high interactivity:  endto allow high interactivity:  end--toto--end delay < 300msend delay < 300ms
–– assume transmission delay 80msassume transmission delay 80ms

even without retransmission the goal of high interactivity is a even without retransmission the goal of high interactivity is a challengechallenge

80ms + 80ms

RTP usually encapsulated in an UDPRTP usually encapsulated in an UDP--protocolprotocol
–– no guaranteed delivery of packetsno guaranteed delivery of packets
–– signals the loss of a packet based on receiver reportssignals the loss of a packet based on receiver reports

–– with retransmission: 320ms delaywith retransmission: 320ms delay

–– capture, playback, encoding, encryption and jitter add delays (acapture, playback, encoding, encryption and jitter add delays (about bout 
100ms)100ms)

+ 80ms + 80 ms = 320 ms



Bit errorsBit errors
MPEGMPEG--4 specifies techniques to improve 4 specifies techniques to improve 
robustness of the audio and video stream robustness of the audio and video stream 

–– error resilience capabilities to detect error resilience capabilities to detect 
and localize errorsand localize errors

–– recover after errorsrecover after errors
–– visually conceal the effect of errors visually conceal the effect of errors 

rere--synchronization markerssynchronization markers
–– ignore invalid or identify lost dataignore invalid or identify lost data

data partitioning and header protection data partitioning and header protection 
–– redundancy for important fields of the bit streamredundancy for important fields of the bit stream

MPEG uses variable length codingMPEG uses variable length coding
–– high compression rateshigh compression rates
–– sensitive to bit errorssensitive to bit errors

MPEGMPEG--4: reversible variable length coding 4: reversible variable length coding 
(RVLC)(RVLC)

–– decodable in forward and reverse directiondecodable in forward and reverse direction
–– without significant impact on the coding efficiencywithout significant impact on the coding efficiency
–– a single bit error would not make the coded data a single bit error would not make the coded data 

unusableunusable
–– ensures that bit errors do not propagate in a frameensures that bit errors do not propagate in a frame

result: minimal quality degradation by bit errorsresult: minimal quality degradation by bit errors
internet streaming has a low bit error rateinternet streaming has a low bit error rate
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MPEGMPEG--4 video packet types4 video packet types

MPEGMPEG--4 video uses inter frame 4 video uses inter frame 
predictionprediction
–– decoding of some frames based decoding of some frames based 

on previous or succeeding on previous or succeeding 
frames frames 

–– errors caused by lost or errors caused by lost or 
corrupted frames propagate corrupted frames propagate 
between framesbetween frames

–– recovery is guaranteed at recovery is guaranteed at 
reference frames (Ireference frames (I-- or intraor intra--
frames)frames)

referencereference--frames contain a fully frames contain a fully 
encoded imageencoded image
–– do not depend on a do not depend on a 

previous or later frameprevious or later frame
–– significantly bigger significantly bigger 
–– after a cut or fadeafter a cut or fade
–– typical upper bound for typical upper bound for 

the referencethe reference--frame frame 
interval: 10 to 20 secondsinterval: 10 to 20 seconds

I-frameP-frame P-frame B-frame P-frameI-frame

835028354012intra

40763191228prediction300

710812491998intra

170557239prediction60

max frame
size (bytes)

min frame
size (bytes)

avg. frame
size (bytes)

Frame
type

bit-rate 
(kbps)



IntraIntra--frame recoveryframe recovery
lost Predictivelost Predictive--FrameFrame
–– minor impact on the video minor impact on the video 

qualityquality
lost Intralost Intra--FrameFrame
–– high quality decrease (why?)high quality decrease (why?)
–– long error propagation (why?)long error propagation (why?)

main target: video main target: video 
conferencingconferencing
–– no high demanding no high demanding 

environmentenvironment
loss of a Ploss of a P--frame can be frame can be 
acceptedaccepted
loss of a Iloss of a I--frame cannot be frame cannot be 
accepted accepted 
–– high quality decreasehigh quality decrease

approachapproach
–– add header to RTPadd header to RTP--packetpacket

intraintra--frame sequence numberframe sequence number
–– resynchronization message resynchronization message 

(only) when an I(only) when an I--frame has frame has 
been lost. been lost. 



Immediate feedbackImmediate feedback

recoveryrecovery
–– by sending immediate feedback to senderby sending immediate feedback to sender

encoding is done in realencoding is done in real--timetime
–– allows sender to add key frame is to streamallows sender to add key frame is to stream
–– minimal overheadminimal overhead

approach does not change bit streamapproach does not change bit stream
–– can be used in combination with can be used in combination with 

error concealment error concealment 
post processing tools post processing tools 
to limit the effects of bit stream errors or the loss of predictto limit the effects of bit stream errors or the loss of prediction frames.ion frames.

…

lost 
intra-
frame

recovery



An adaptive intraAn adaptive intra--frame insertion frame insertion 
algorithmalgorithm

when a frame is received:when a frame is received:
/* check whether the frame is an intra/* check whether the frame is an intra--frame */frame */
if the frame is an intraif the frame is an intra--frameframe

/* it is an intra/* it is an intra--frame */frame */
/* log the number this intra/* log the number this intra--frame */frame */
lastReceivedIntraFrameNumlastReceivedIntraFrameNum = number of this frame= number of this frame

elseelse
/* it is not an intra/* it is not an intra--frame, so test for a lost intraframe, so test for a lost intra--frame: */frame: */
/* compare the log to the number of the intra/* compare the log to the number of the intra--frame the */frame the */
/* received frame is based on *//* received frame is based on */
if if lastReceivedIntraFrameNumlastReceivedIntraFrameNum != != 
number of the intranumber of the intra--frame this frame is based onframe this frame is based on

/* the last intra/* the last intra--frame was lost, so send feedback */frame was lost, so send feedback */
send immediate feedback to sender to force an intrasend immediate feedback to sender to force an intra--frameframe

5

lost 
intra-
frame

555544 5544



AAC defines profiles with no inter frame dependenciesAAC defines profiles with no inter frame dependencies
–– Long Term Prediction (LTP)Long Term Prediction (LTP)

backward prediction to optimize compressionbackward prediction to optimize compression

–– Low Delay (LD)Low Delay (LD)
smaller  frame sizesmaller  frame size

–– quality difference to the Main profile is minimalquality difference to the Main profile is minimal
–– ideal for streamingideal for streaming

error protection to reduce effect of bit errorserror protection to reduce effect of bit errors
–– techniques like video (techniques like video (resychresych marker, RVLC… )marker, RVLC… )

conclude: conclude: 
–– no error propagation (since no inter frame dependencies)no error propagation (since no inter frame dependencies)
–– error robustnesserror robustness
–– retransmission not feasible for high interactivityretransmission not feasible for high interactivity

MPEGMPEG--4 Audio AAC4 Audio AAC

No recovery model for MPEGNo recovery model for MPEG--4 AAC needed4 AAC needed



Bandwidth adaptationBandwidth adaptation
the conditions of the internet regarding available bandwidth chathe conditions of the internet regarding available bandwidth change nge 
with timewith time
not adjusting results in not adjusting results in 
–– random packet lossrandom packet loss
–– non friendly behavior to other applicationsnon friendly behavior to other applications

to deliver a stream in the highest possible quality for a given to deliver a stream in the highest possible quality for a given 
bandwidth: adjust bit rate bandwidth: adjust bit rate 
to adjust properly:to adjust properly:
–– adapt to the loss of packets: For example by adding a key frame adapt to the loss of packets: For example by adding a key frame for for 

resynchronizationresynchronization
–– adjust the quality (bitadjust the quality (bit--rate) of the stream to the available bandwidthrate) of the stream to the available bandwidth

for applications with no realfor applications with no real--time constraints the solution is easytime constraints the solution is easy
–– they can afford a long buffer timethey can afford a long buffer time

just buffer up a huge amount of data during startjust buffer up a huge amount of data during start
–– this buffer is used to smoothen bandwidth oscillationsthis buffer is used to smoothen bandwidth oscillations

Note: MPEGNote: MPEG--4 allows variable bit4 allows variable bit--rate encodingrate encoding



Congestion controlCongestion control
TCP: successful delivery of a packet is acknowledged by the TCP: successful delivery of a packet is acknowledged by the 
receiverreceiver
–– based on this feedback the transmitter will reduce or increase ibased on this feedback the transmitter will reduce or increase its bitts bit--raterate
–– packet loss: reduce bitpacket loss: reduce bit--rate by half rate by half 
–– linear increase to probe for available bandwidthlinear increase to probe for available bandwidth
–– called additive increase / multiple decrease (AIMD)called additive increase / multiple decrease (AIMD)
–– results in extreme rate oscillationsresults in extreme rate oscillations

streaming is based on UDP:streaming is based on UDP:
–– no acknowledgementsno acknowledgements
–– RTCP control messages sent by the receiver can be used for packeRTCP control messages sent by the receiver can be used for packet t 

loss detectionloss detection
we need an algorithm thatwe need an algorithm that
–– reduces its throughput up on congestion reduces its throughput up on congestion 
–– probes for bandwidthprobes for bandwidth
–– not introduce extreme rate oscillationsnot introduce extreme rate oscillations
–– TCPTCP--friendliness to guarantee fair bandwidth sharingfriendliness to guarantee fair bandwidth sharing
–– handle “compound” feedback from RTCP reportshandle “compound” feedback from RTCP reports
–– video onlyvideo only

Audio is a fragment of the connectionAudio is a fragment of the connection



Binominal congestion controlsBinominal congestion controls
Binominal congestion control is Binominal congestion control is 
a superset of TCP’s AIMD a superset of TCP’s AIMD 
congestion control algorithmcongestion control algorithm
generalization includes entire generalization includes entire 
linear congestion algorithmslinear congestion algorithms
–– k=0, l=1: AIMD (additive k=0, l=1: AIMD (additive 

increase, multiple decrease) increase, multiple decrease) 
used by TCPused by TCP

k=0.5, l=0.5: SQRTk=0.5, l=0.5: SQRT
–– increase is inversely increase is inversely 

proportional proportional 
–– decrease is proportional to decrease is proportional to 

squaresquare--root of the window root of the window 
size. size. 

–– TCPTCP--friendly friendly 
–– low bit rate oscillationslow bit rate oscillations
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SecuritySecurity
to ensure that the requirements everyone has for to ensure that the requirements everyone has for 
communication cannot be subverted by other peoplecommunication cannot be subverted by other people
–– data integritydata integrity
–– authenticationauthentication
–– confidentialityconfidentiality
–– key distributionkey distribution

Ambient Computing Environment (ACE) providesAmbient Computing Environment (ACE) provides
–– authenticationauthentication
–– key distributionkey distribution

realreal--time constraintstime constraints
–– the algorithms have to be fast the algorithms have to be fast 

bandwidth constraintsbandwidth constraints
–– hashing, padding add overheadhashing, padding add overhead



RTP and encryptionRTP and encryption

all data has to be encryptedall data has to be encrypted
–– RTP headersRTP headers

–– RTCP control messagesRTCP control messages

achieved by adding additional layerachieved by adding additional layer



AlgorithmsAlgorithms
Encryption / DecryptionEncryption / Decryption
–– Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

128, 192 and 256 bit keys 128, 192 and 256 bit keys 

HashingHashing
–– Secure Hash Algorithm (SHASecure Hash Algorithm (SHA--1)1)

160 bit160 bit



ImplementationImplementation

JavaJava
Java Media Framework (JMF)Java Media Framework (JMF)
low delay sound APIlow delay sound API
–– ALSA and the Java Native Interface (JNI)ALSA and the Java Native Interface (JNI)
–– 30 ms delay30 ms delay

MPEGMPEG--44
–– video: XVID, FFMPEGvideo: XVID, FFMPEG
–– audio: FAACaudio: FAAC

low performance low performance 
codecscodecs
–– video: H.263video: H.263
–– audio: G.723, GSMaudio: G.723, GSM



System block diagramSystem block diagram



ScreenshotsScreenshots



Evaluation: adaptive intraEvaluation: adaptive intra--frame frame 
insertion insertion 



Adaptive intraAdaptive intra--frame insertionframe insertion

round trip round trip 
time 200ms time 200ms 

recovery recovery 
360ms360ms

160ms 160ms 
needed to needed to 
react and react and 
handle the handle the 
requestrequest
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Binominal congestion controlBinominal congestion control

traditional TCP traditional TCP 
congestion controlcongestion control
–– too extreme rate too extreme rate 

oscillationsoscillations

–– not suitable for not suitable for 
streaming applicationsstreaming applications

streaming requires a streaming requires a 
smooth playbacksmooth playback

binominal SQRT binominal SQRT 
congestion control congestion control 
–– less oscillationless oscillation

–– TCPTCP--friendlyfriendly
throughputthroughput



Adaptation with RTCP feedbackAdaptation with RTCP feedback
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Adaptation with RTCP feedback Adaptation with RTCP feedback (cont.)(cont.)
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Adaptation with RTCP feedback Adaptation with RTCP feedback (cont.)(cont.)

adaptation quality adaptation quality 
depends on report depends on report 
intervalsintervals
–– 600ms and less600ms and less

good  adaptationgood  adaptation

–– 800ms 800ms 
too extreme bittoo extreme bit--rate rate 
oscillationoscillation

offers a certain degree offers a certain degree 
of adaptation. of adaptation. 
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SecuritySecurity

bandwidth: padding and hashing adds overheadbandwidth: padding and hashing adds overhead

CPU load, delay:CPU load, delay:
–– No additional delays could be measured No additional delays could be measured 

security overhead can be neglectedsecurity overhead can be neglected



Future workFuture work
high compression video and audio coding is under high compression video and audio coding is under 
heavy developmentheavy development
–– example: new layer for MPEGexample: new layer for MPEG--4 audio and video4 audio and video

its realits real--time coding will become feasible in the next yearstime coding will become feasible in the next years

video bitvideo bit--rate controlrate control
–– the quantization value for video has to be estimated, the quantization value for video has to be estimated, 

based onbased on
previous framesprevious frames
motionmotion
targeted bittargeted bit--raterate

–– recent research deployed new algorithmsrecent research deployed new algorithms
–– their integration in today’s their integration in today’s codecscodecs would would 

increase qualityincrease quality
reduce derivation from the target bitreduce derivation from the target bit--raterate
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MPEGMPEG--4 for interactive low4 for interactive low--delay delay 
realreal--time communicationtime communication

Questions?Questions?Questions?



RTP and MPEGRTP and MPEG--44
packet mappingpacket mapping
–– effect of packet loss when frames are mapped inappropriatelyeffect of packet loss when frames are mapped inappropriately



Round Trip Time RTTRound Trip Time RTT
time of the last time of the last 
received sender received sender 
report (t LSR) report (t LSR) 
time elapsed between time elapsed between 
receiving the last receiving the last 
sender report and sender report and 
sending this receiver sending this receiver 
report (t DLSR) report (t DLSR) 
receiver report arrival receiver report arrival 
time (t)time (t)
Note: calculation does Note: calculation does 
not require clock not require clock 
synchronization of the synchronization of the 
participants participants 
–– considered accurate considered accurate 

LSRDLSRrtt tttt −−=

sender

receiver

LSRt

DLSRt

t

sender report receiver report



RTP headerRTP header



IntraIntra--frame adaptation testframe adaptation test



Congestion controlCongestion control

k=0, l=1: AIMD k=0, l=1: AIMD 
(additive increase,(additive increase,
multiple decrease) multiple decrease) 
–– used by TCPused by TCP

k=k=--1, l=1: MIMD 1, l=1: MIMD 
(multiple increase, multiple decrease)(multiple increase, multiple decrease)
–– used by the slow start algorithm in TCPused by the slow start algorithm in TCP

k=k=--1, l=0: MIAD 1, l=0: MIAD 
(multiple increase, additive decrease)(multiple increase, additive decrease)
k=0, l=0: AIAD k=0, l=0: AIAD 
(additive increase, additive decrease)(additive increase, additive decrease)
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Congestion controlCongestion control
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SQRT increase / decreaseSQRT increase / decrease
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New MPEGNew MPEG--4 layer4 layer

MPEGMPEG--4 AVC4 AVC
–– not yet suitable for realnot yet suitable for real--time codingtime coding

–– example: resources for realexample: resources for real--time video time video 
codingcoding



MPEGMPEG--4 audio quality4 audio quality
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vs. Microsoft NetMeetingvs. Microsoft NetMeeting


